HEALTHCARE

PATIENT CALL/TRACKING, WORKFLOW CONTROL AND
PATIENT SATISFACTION

Paging

Workﬂows

Satisfaction

... and many
more apps

What is ratiotec CONNECT?
ratiotec CONNECT is a smart, wireless
Internet-of-Things infrastructure that –
tailored to your individual needs – offers
varied and combinable application

Waiting room
management
Our intelligent CONNECT pagers help
you to call up your patients comfortably.
Via the interface you assign each patient
to a pager. The patient then takes the
pager to the waiting room. When it is
the patient’s turn, you call him up with
just one click, His pager starts vibrating,
ﬂashing or beeping.
In the CONNECT dashboard you have a
perfect overview of your waiting patients
including their waiting time. You can access it from any monitor in your practice.
A connection of CONNECT to a common
practice software is possible without
great effort. Feel free to contact us!

Patient tracking
With the help of modern tracking the
overview is able to show you, where your
patient is currently located, so that you
also notice, if he is in a wrong room or
when he needs help with orientation.

* In order to set up the system a Android
smartphone or tablet is needed.

options in the healthcare sector. With our
CONNECT infrastructure you are independent from WiFi-connections, protected by the highest security standards and

you can rely on months of battery life of
the sensors. The control and monitoring
of your CONNECT network can be easily
done via smartphone or PC.*

Waiting outside of the
practice
Make waiting time more pleasant, prevent over-crowded waiting rooms
Thanks to the wide range of our pagers,
your patients can spend their waiting
time comfortably in the neighbourhood,
e.g. with a walk through the park or with
their children on the playground, without
having to worry about missing their call.
By having fewer patients in closed waiting rooms, you reduce possible infection
risks and can separate risk groups.

The connected
waiting room
Win-win-win situation for you, your
patients and neighbouring business
owners
Integrate the stores and restaurants in
your area into your CONNECT system
with little effort and allow your patients to
shop or drink a tea while waiting. It only
requires the installation of at least one
repeater per store. The businesses in your
neighbourhood will be happy about the
additional turnover.
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Highly visible: With the sticker (including
your logo) in the entrance area of participating businesses, patients immediately
recognize that they can spend their waiting time there.

«

ratiotec CONNECT ensures a
particularly quiet and relaxed
atmosphere in our practice, even at
busy times, which is also transferred
to the patients. The processes are
clearly structured and convenient
for everyone, so that the system
was very well received by both staff
and patients.

»

Dr. Christiane Schneider
Specialist in orthodontics

Workﬂows
Our Workﬂow app supports you in
guiding your patients optimally through
the individual treatment stations and in
always keeping an overview. With just
a few klicks, you can deﬁne processes
and different stations that your patients
typically run through. At the reception
desk you assign the required workﬂows
to the patient and his pager, e.g. the
initial reception.
On the dashboard you can see at any
time which treatment stations have already been run through and which ones
are still remaining, e.g. whether he has
already been X-rayed, if the imprint has
already been made, etc. The conﬁrmation that a station is completed, can be
done manually or automatically.

Thanks to the patient pagers, the CONNECT repeaters in the respective rooms
recognize who is currently located in
which treatment room. The dashboard
also informs you when a station is ready
for the next patient. Patients can be
called via the system either by the reception desk or directly by the staff from the
respective treatment room.
Not only do you have everything in view
with the CONNECT Workﬂow app, but
you can also bring more structure and
calmness into your processes.

Satisfaction
Give your patients a voice! Are they
satisﬁed with the waiting time, treatment,
friendliness and atmosphere of your
facilities? Measure satisfaction directly at
the point of experience and thus recognize improvement potential faster.

PATIENT
SATISFACTION
THIS MONTH:

With only one press on one of the capacitive touch buttons of your CONNECT
IDs (Interaction Device) the rating is submitted. In contrast to reviews on online
portals, with CONNECT you can be sure
that the feedback actually comes from
your patients/visitors directly on site.

2%

4%

94 %

powered by

Thanks to our CONNECT widget, you
can also publish customer satisfaction
directly on your website.
In our portfolio, you will ﬁnd IDs for
different feedback topics. Optionally, we
would be happy to design an individual
ID according to your ideas and needs
– with your desired question, suitable
image and logo.
Employee satisfaction
Motivated and satisﬁed employees are
the foundation of an excellent health
care service. CONNECT actively involves
the employees in the transformation
process and measures the working
atmosphere daily and anonymously. This
allows you to identify problems in the
team at an early stage, so that you can
support your employees.

Reporting
By recording and evaluating your data,
our real-time reporting gives you a comprehensive insight. With CONNECT you
also have the possibility to directly compare several of your locations or stations.
Identify weaknesses, test measures and
turn feedback into measurable improvements in patient/visitor satisfaction and
mood at work!
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Components

CONNECT ID
Interaction device with capacitive touch
buttons and integrated anti-theft security!
Can easily be mounted on the wall, set up
with our matching ID stand or simply be
placed on a table.

CONNECT Pager
With vibration, visual and acoustic
signal. Pagers that are not currently in use can simply be stacked
on top of each other and thus
automatically recharge (charging
status directly on the pager). Available in a set of 10 including base
and silicone protective covers.

CONNECT ID Stand
You can either mount your
CONNECT ID on a wall or use
our practical ID stand.

CONNECT Box
The heart of our system that acts
like a router, processes the data that
is forwarded through our network
and controls the individual hardware
components.

CONNECT Tablet
You can easily manage and control
your CONNECT network via PC or
smartphone. Alterantively, we offer
you our CONNECT tablet, where
you can keep an overview of all
processes.

CONNECT Plug Repeater
It is simply plugged into a socket and
from there serves to set up/expand
your CONNECT network and to
switch a device on/off, if required.

CONNECT Repeater
Alternative to the Plug Repeater. Is attached
to the ceiling/wall for permanent installation
to the building‘s power supply network. It is
the ideal solution for rooms where sockets
are not available or if they
are very far apart.

Software and extension
The best comes last: we continuously
develop ratiotec CONNECT further for
you. Besides the applications mentioned
here, we already offer many more within a
modular system that can be used with the
same infrastructure, such as asset tracking
and temperature monitoring. ratiotec

CONNECT is a very ﬂexible system which
you can customize (with and without our
help) according to your individual needs.
Furthermore, we can customize not only
our IDs, but also our entire software interface for you.

You are curious and want to learn more about ratiotec CONNECT?
Contact us – we will be happy to advise you!

ratiotec GmbH & Co. KG
Max-Keith-Str. 66 | 45136 Essen
+49 (0) 201-36149 – 1
connect@ratio-tec.de
www.ratiotec-connect.de

